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PhD project in SUBPRO

Objective: Incorporating RAM analysis for innovative subsea design 
accounts for:

Subsea conditions

Early design phase 

Technology qualification

©Aker solution (2015)

SUBPRO
SUBSEA PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING
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Hazard identification: what can go wrong? 
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 Background

STPA

Proposed approach

Illustrative case 

Discussions

Old approaches for hazard identification

Define

Analyse

Decompose

LDV

PT ASV

Motor Compressor

Separation

Workflow: analytical reduction

Bottom up approach

Liquid discharge 

valve

Compressor

Separation
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Why new approach is needed?

Subsea system built today:

 Highly-coupled

 Software-intensive

 Higher level of autonomy

Old approaches cannot properly handle:

 Software errors

 Human-related interactions

 Design errors

 ….

All electric control system. Ref. (Bai & Bai, 2010)
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System-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA)

System theory and control theory: 

Controller

FeedbackControl action

Control 

algorithm 

Process 

model

System behaviour as result of interactions

Human and 

software factors

STPA features:

 Top down approach

 Assume that safety is achieved under adequate control

 Interactions of all actors for system behaviour are included

LDV

PT ASV

Motor Compressor

Separation
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Is STPA practicable/useful?

Spacecraft

Healthcare

Maritime

Nuclear

Subsea

automotive

Not adopted in technology qualification:

 How to interpret STPA outputs? 

Lessons learnt:

 Increase coverage of hazards
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Human controller 

Controlled process

(Automated) 

controller 

SensorActuator

Restoration

 Incident report

 Intervention request 

 Performance audits

 Hardware replacement

 Software update

 Improved operating 

procedure from lesson 

learnt

Step I: Carry out STPA

Step II: Develop RAM model

Covert into state-space modelling

Objective: utilize STPA result to improve RAM analysis
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Human controller 

Controlled process

(Automated) 

controller 

SensorActuator

Restoration

 Incident report

 Intervention request 

 Performance audits

 Hardware replacement

 Software update

 Improved operating 

procedure from lesson 

learnt

Selection of 

experiments

Objective: utilize STPA result to improve RAM analysis

Step I: Carry out STPA

Step II: Develop RAM model
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Step I: carry out STPA

Step 2: Model the 

control structure 

Human controller 

Controlled process

(Automated) 

controller 

SensorActuator

Step 3: Identify Unsafe 

Control Actions (UCA) 

Human controller 

Controlled process

(Automated) 

controller 

SensorActuator

Step 4:  Identify loss 

scenarios

Graphical 

representation of 

control structure

A set of UCA

A set of Controller 

Constraints 

A set of loss scenarios 

consider how UCA 

can occur

A set of loss scenarios 

consider how the 

control is not followed
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Step 1: Define the 

purpose of the analysis 

A set of Losses

A set of System-level 

Hazards 

A set of System-level 

Constraints 

Context Close 

valve 

Not 

provided

Provided

Wrong

timing

Too soon 

or too long

Liquid discharge 

valve

Compressor

Separation
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Hydrocarbon 

spills

Example control action: close shutdown valve

Unplanned 

shutdown

Provided too late

Normal 

operation

Over-

pressurization

Shutdown

Provided Provided but no executed 

Not provided

Demand

Restoration Provided

When valve is faulty

When valve is degraded 

When erratic reading from sensors

Loss of production Loss of safety

Step 2: Model the 

control structure 

Step 3: Identify Unsafe 

Control Actions (UCA) 

Step 4:  Identify loss 

scenarios
Step 1: Define the 

purpose of the analysis 
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How can system fails:
 Failure modes

 Common cause failure

 Degradation 

 …

How can system recover:
 Inspection

 Maintenance

 …

Working 

state
Degraded 

state

Failed 

state

Maintenance

CCF

Degradation Failure

State transitions for valve:
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Petri-nets with Predicates 

Transition Predicate Assertion 

Tr1 normal_state=false

Tr2 reset ==true normal_state=true

Tr3 normal_state== false reset =true

Tr4 normal_state ==true reset =false

Safe control scenario:

Tr3:  detect over-

pressurization 

Controlled process

Controller 

Tr2:shutdown

Tr1: demand

P1: normal 

operation
P2: Over-

pressurization 

P3: no 

command
P4: send 

command

Tr4: detect normal operation
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Petri-nets with Predicates 

Safe control scenario: Safe control scenario+ two loss scenarios:

Controller sends the 

command too late 

(after T seconds) 

Controller

Tr5: delay after 

T seconds 

Tr6: detect over-

pressurization  

P3: no 

command

Tr4: detect 

normal operation

P4: send command

Tr3: receive  

feedback 

P6: recognized 

by controller

P5: not recognized by controller

Controlled process

P1: normal 

operation

Tr1: demand

P2: Over-

pressurization
Tr2:shutdown

Tr7:shutdown  

manually 

P7: fails to shutdown automatically 
Controlled process 

is not successful 

activated

Tr3:  detect over-

pressurization 

Controlled process

Controller 

Tr2:shutdown

Tr1: demand

P1: normal 

operation
P2: Over-

pressurization 

P3: no 

command
P4: send 

command

Tr4: detect normal operation
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Petri-nets with Predicates 

Transition Predicate Assertion Delay of 

transition 

Tr1 normal_state=

false

stochastic 

delay, λ

Tr2 reset =true normal_state 

=true

X seconds

Tr3 normal_state 

=false

0

Tr4 normal_state 

=true

reset =false 0

Tr5 T seconds

Tr6 reset =true 0

Tr7 λ = λ ×(1+ α) 0

Safe control scenario+ two loss scenarios:
Controller

Tr5: delay after 

T seconds 

Tr6: detect over-

pressurization  

P3: no 

command

Tr4: detect 

normal operation

P4: send command

Tr3: receive  

feedback 

P6: recognized 

by controller

P5: not recognized by controller

Controlled process

P1: normal 

operation

Tr1: demand

P2: Over-

pressurization
Tr2:shutdown

Tr7:shutdown  

manually 

P7: fails to shutdown automatically 
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F F

Subsea Gate box (SGB) 

Choke module

Separation module  

Pump module  

Flow from other wells

Flow from other SGBs

Flow from well 1

XOV

Metering module  

Ref. (Mariana, 2017)
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Flow from well 1

F FFlow from other wells

Flow from other SGBs

XOV

Normal processing: 100% production 

Choke module

Separation module  

Pump module  

Metering module  

Normal processing (SGB-NP)

Ref. (Mariana, 2017)Liquid + Gas

Gas

Liquid
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Flow from well 1

Bypass processing (SGB-BP)

F FFlow from other wells

Flow from other SGBs

XOV

Subsea maintenance has delay (1440 hours)
Bypass processing: 55% production 

Choke module

Separation module  

Pump module  

Metering module  

Ref. (Mariana, 2017)Liquid + Gas

Gas

Liquid
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Step I: Carry out STPA
L.1: unexpected decrease in 

production efficiency

L.2: Hydrocarbon spills or 

leakage

L.3: complete shutdown of 

SGB 

SH.1: Hydrocarbons flow into 

non-optimal processing line 

SH.2: Hydrocarbons flow into 

unavailable processing line

SH.3: Over-pressurization 

in selected processing line 
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Step I: Carry out STPA

Control action from 

SEM/SCM

Identification of UCAs

Change the in-

operation line from 

SGB-NP to SGB-BP 

through XOV  

Not provided Provided Wrong timing or order Too soon or too long

UCA.1: Control 

command is not  

provided when SGB-

NP is faulty and XOV 

is available [SH.1, 

SH.2, ]

UCA.2: Control command is 

provided when both SGB-NP and 

XOV are available [SH.1]

UCA.4: Control command is 

provided too late when SGB-NP 

is faulty and XOV is available 

[SH.2, SH.3]

UCA.5: Control 

command is stopped 

too soon before XOV 

is fully closed when 

SGB-NP is faulty 

[SH.2, SH.3]

UCA.3: Control command is 

provided when both SGB-NP and 

SGB-BP are faulty [SH.1, SH.2] 

UCA.1: Change the in-operation line from SGB-NP to SGB-BP through XOV is not provided by SCM/SEM on command from human operator 

when SGB-NP is faulty and XOV is available [SH.1, SH.2]

Loss scenarios Suggested countermeasures

SO.1 for UCA.1: Human operator receives correct feedback but interprets it incorrectly so 

SEM/SCM does not receive control command from human operator. The causal factor is that 

human operator lacks sufficient understanding for abnormal situation.  

Must provide the sufficient training for operators to 

deal with specified hazardous situations.

SO.2 for UCA.1: Human operator receives correct feedback but makes mistakes so 

SEM/SCM does not receive control command from human operator. The causal factor is that 

human operator is overstressed when there are too many process to be considered.  

The reference document must be presented to 

provide guidance for operation. 

SO.3 for UCA.1: Human operator receives incorrect feedback about conditions of SGB-NP 

so wrongly believes that the SGB-NP is working but it is not. The casual factor is that the 

sensor on SGB-NP provides erratic readings.

Sensors must be monitored continuously and be 

calibrated when erratic reading was detected

Loss scenarios Suggested countermeasures

SO.4: The control command is initiated by human operator but not received by SCM/SEM. 

The casual factor is that there is a critical failure on SEM/SCM [SH.1, SH.2].

The status of SCM/SEM must be checked before 

operation and after each updates.

SO.5: The control command is provided by SCM/SEM on command from human operator, 

but actuator does not responds to this control command. The casual factor is critical failures 

on XOV (actuator) [SH.1, SH.2].

XOV must be checked regularly and be repaired 

when critical failure is revealed.
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Step I: Carry out STPA

Human controller 

Controlled process

(Automated) 

controller 

SensorActuator

Flawed process model:

Operator believes SGB-NP is 

faulty when it is still working

Control action 

provided:

Stop SGB-NP and 

activate SGB-BP 

(close XOV)

Incorrect feedback 

of SGB-NP

Hazards and losses to controlled process:

Hydrocarbons flow into non-optimal 

processing line (SH.1). The system operates 

in bypassing for 360 hours. (L.1)

Human controller 

Controlled process

(Automated) 

controller 

SensorActuator

Flawed process model:

Operator believes SGB-NP is 

still working when it is faulty

Control action is 

not provided :

Stop SGB-NP and 

activate SGB-BP 

(close XOV)

Incorrect feedback 

of SGB-NP

Hazards and losses to controlled process:

Hydrocarbons flow into non-optimal and 

unavailable processing line (SH.1,SH.2). 

The system complete shutdown (L.3) and 

hydrocarbon spills may occur (L.2)

Loss scenario 1 Loss scenario 2
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Petri-nets for loss scenario 2 and safe scenario

No control 

command to XOV

Stop SGB-NP: delay [0]

?State_NP==false& State_sensor==true

!Mode_NP=0,CallMaintenance=true

Close XOV to direct 

hydrocarbon 

Start SGB-BP: delay [0]

?State_BP==true& 

State_XOV==true

!Mode_BP=1, 

Switch to SGB-NP: delay [0]

?State_NP==true& 

State_XOV==true

!Mode_BP=0, Mode_NP=1

Open XOV to direct 

hydrocarbon 

Wrongly shutdown 

SGB-NP: delay [0]

?State_NP==false& 

State_sensor==false

No control command

Notice loss scenario 2 : delay [1]

!LSO2=true, Mode_NP=0, 

Mode_BP=0,CallMaintenance=true

Restore from loss scenario 2: 

delay [0]

?State_NP==true& 

State_XOV==true

!Mode_BP=0, Mode_NP=1

SGB shutdown Loss scenario 2 

has occurred
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Step II: Develop RAM model

Case 0: λ_sensor= 0×10-5 hour-1

Case 1: λ_sensor= 0.5×10-5 hour-1

Case 2: λ_sensor= 1×10-5 hour-1

Case 3: λ_sensor= 1.5×10-5 hour-1

Only safe scenario 

Loss scenario 1 & 2
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Numerical results
Loss scenario 1 (L.1) Loss scenario 2 (L.1, L.2, L.3)

Case 1 7.028×10-2 year-1 3.3×10-4 year-1

Case 2 1.427×10-1 year-1 5.7×10-4 year-1

Case 3 2.033×10-1 year-1 7.9×10-4 year-1
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Uncertainty level 

incomplete scope of analysis

Modelling and 

calculation 

Scenarios to be modelled

(source of completeness uncertainty) 

Performance and 

risk indicators

Modelling formalisms

(source of model uncertainty)

Data input  

(source of data uncertainty) 

low suitability of model:

Unreliable model parameters:

 STPA increase coverage of hazard

 Petri-nets do not distort the 

phenomenon

 Evaluate the level of background 

knowledge and assess the sensitivity of 

assumptions (Aven, 2013)
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Potential for modelling human and software

Human controller 

Controlled process

(Automated) 

controller 

SensorActuator

Control action is not 

provided :

Stop SGB-NP and 

activate SGB-BP (close 

XOV)

Hazards and losses to controlled process:

Hydrocarbons flow into non-optimal and 

unavailable processing line (SH.1,SH.2). 

The system complete shutdown (L.3) and 

hydrocarbon spills may occur (L.2)

Flawed process model:

Operator lacks sufficient 

understanding or overstressed

so makes wrong decision
Different strategies for human factors in IEC 

61508 (2010) and ISO TR 12489 (2013)
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Additional step: Screen 

out critical scenarios

Human controller 

Controlled process

(Automated) 

controller 

SensorActuator

Restoration

 Incident report

 Intervention request 

 Performance audits

 Hardware replacement

 Software update

 Improved operating 

procedure from lesson 

learnt

Selection of 

experiments

Step I: Carry out STPA

Step II: Develop RAM model
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Conclusion: 

- The proposed approach clarifies (1) how to devise better simulation on basis of STPA 

output (2) to what extent STPA can contribute to decision-making (e.g. system 

production, maintenance and emergency management)

Future work: 
- There is a need to screen out the most critical scenario to decrease computational 

burden in simulation.  

- Managing data uncertainty is the potential improvement to the proposed approach .  

Concluding remarks
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domain  Submodulestate = {Working, Degraded, Failed, 
In_Repair}
domain  Mode = {Operation, Maintenance}
class Compressor

Modulestate state (init= Working);
Mode phase (init= Operation);
Mode command (init= Operation) ;

event degradation (delay=0),
event failure (delay=exponential(lambda)),
event repair (delay=mu),
event startRepair (delay=0),
event endRepair (delay=0);
parameter Real lambda =1.0e-6,
parameter Real mu =1440;
transition
degradation : state==Working and 

phase==Operation and loss==true  -> state:= Degraded;
failure : state==Degraded and

phase==Operation -> state:= Failed;
repair: state==In_Repair -> state:= Working;
startRepair: phase ==Operation and command 

== Maintenance -> phase := Maintenance; 
endRepair: phase == Maintenance and 

command==Operation -> {phase := Operation; 
if state==Failed then state:= In_Repair;
if state==Degraded then state:= In_Repair};
end 

class Separation 
Mode command (init=Operation);
Mode state(init= Operation);
event startRepair (delay=gamma),
event failure (delay=exponential(lambda))
event endRepair (delay=0);
parameter Real gamma =720;
transition

startRepair: state== 
Maintenance -> command := Maintenance;

endRepair : state== 
Operation -> command := Operation;
end

block Controller
Submodule Compressor, Separation;
Operator O;
assertion 
O.state:= if Compressor.state== Failed or
Separation.state==Failed then Maintenance  else
Operation;
end
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Detailed STPA:

Liquid discharge 

valve

Compressor

Separation

CVM01

 CV

 IV

 Sensors

XOV 
SPM01

 SP

 LDV 

 IV

 Sensors

MPM01

 MP 

 IV

 Sensors

MPM02

 MP 

 IV

 Sensors

SPM02

 SP

 LDV 

 IV

 Sensors

CVM02

 CV

 IV

 Sensors

- Open/close IV

- Control 

opening of CV

- Status 

of CVM01
- Flow conditions

- Open/close LDV

- Open/close IV

- Status 

of SPM01
- Flow conditions

- Speed control 

on MP

- Open/close IV
- Status 

of MPM01
- Flow conditions

- Open/close 

XOV

- Status of 

XOV

- Speed control 

on MP

- Open/close IV
- Status 

of MPM02
- Flow conditions

- Open/close LDV

- Open/close IV

- Status 

of SPM02
- Flow conditions

- Open/close IV

- Control 

opening of CV

- Status 

of CVM02
- Flow conditions

Flow conditions 

from well 1

Flow conditions 

from well 2

SGB1-NP SGB2-BPSGB1-BP SGB2-NP

SEM/SCM 

Responsibility 

- Distribute the control commands to each 

components on processing line 

Process model

- Control commands received from human operators (open/close isolation valve on SGB1-BP, 

open/close isolation valve on SGB2-NP, open/close isolation valve on SGB2-BP, open/close 

isolation valve on SGB2-NP, open/close COV ...)

Human operator

Responsibility 

- Switch from normal/ bypass processing to 

bypass/ normal for optimal efficiency on 

predefined conditions 

- Shutdown  normal/ bypass processing and 

redirect the flow to nearby SGB for optimal 

efficiency on predefined conditions 

- Modify the valve opening of CV when 

bypass processing

- Adjust set points of MP/SP when normal 

processing

Process model

- Status of flow conditions on bypass processing (overpressure, normal pressure)

- Status of flow conditions on normal processing (overpressure, normal pressure, low pressure)

- Availability status of CVM01 (available, unavailable)

- Availability status of SPM01 (available, unavailable)

- Availability status of MPM01 (available, unavailable)

- Availability status of CVM02(available, unavailable)

- Availability status of SPM02 (available, unavailable)

- Availability status of MPM02(available, unavailable)

- In-operation line (normal SGB1, bypass SGB1, normal SGB2, bypass  SGB2)

- Switch between processing line on same SGB

- Redirect hydrocarbon to nearby SGB 

- Status of SGB 1 &2 

- COV position 

Example: SO.xx-UCA.xx: The liquid level in separator is above defined value, but the operator 

does not provide the valve open command. The causal factor is that the signal cable from the 

transmitter is disconnected.  As a result, liquid may flow into the gas compressor [SH.xx]. 

SGB-NP
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Detailed modelling:

Liquid discharge 

valve

Compressor

Separation

Loss scenario: The liquid level in separator is above 

defined value, but the operator does not provide the 

valve open command. The causal factor is that the signal 

cable from the transmitter is disconnected.  As a result, 

liquid may flow into the gas compressor [SH.xx]. 

Inlet flow 

Open/close of Liquid 

Discharge Valve

Consider loss scenario Without considering loss scenario 
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Risk-based decision context

Barrier 1 Barrier 2 Barrier 3 Consequence Penalty 

Initiating event: 

hydrocarbon spills

Minimum damage 

Limited damage 

Damage 

Major Damage  

Catastrophic

XXX NOK per year

…
…

…
…

…
…

.

How worse are L.1 and L.3?

If assume that SGB can produce 2 million Norwegian kroner (NOK) worth oil and gas per day, then the 

expected difference between case 0 and case 3 is 6.862 million NOK per year in stakeholder’s favor.

How worse are L.2?

Need further information about emergency barrier, e.g. Event tree analysis


